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Summary:
So you have practiced your routine well. You know what to do, what to say and what to wear. Th

Yes there is. Remember that you will be performing before a live audience. An audience needs t
It is a requirement that every performer who go on stage must not forget the ...
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Article Body:
So you have practiced your routine well. You know what to do, what to say and what to wear. Th

Yes there is. Remember that you will be performing before a live audience. An audience needs t

It is a requirement that every performer who go on stage must not forget the essential three t

These three things are the essential must haves, besides the usual add-ons to up any show´s th

Even if you have a totally amazing, mind blowing performance which you practiced day in and da

Every performer who is to go in front of a live audience must have a microphone. Duuuh! Do not

There are magic act performers who prefer, and find it best, to use a Shure clip on their micr

But over all, it really does not matter what type, what brand, what kind of sound equipment yo

However, there are those kinds of performers who cannot wholeheartedly as well as logically ap
Some performers think that as long they speak loudly ˘ and carry a big magic stick ˘ everyone

Or sometimes, they assume ˘ wrongly most of the time ˘ that the people who organized the event

The best way to go is to assume nothing and bring everything. Your very own sound equipment wi
Someone once said that persons with microphones cannot and should not be trusted. This may be

Microphones, more often than not, provide speakers with the power to hold an audience captive.

Absolute ownership of the mic gives anyone absolute power as well as prestige. It also gives t

The same concept applies to any music that a performer will be using for his or her act. If th
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